STAR SPANGLED BANNER
As recorded by Jimi Hendrix
(From the 1996 Album EXPERIENCE HENDRIX)

Freely $j = 63$

\[ \text{Gtrs I, II w/ Fuzzface dist. and Univibe effects} \]

\[ \text{w/ wah on Random Univibe rocking} \]

**wah on**

**Random Univibe rocking**
Free Time

In Time $J = 72$

Harmonics

* "Choke" strings with fret hand
STAR SPANGLED BANNER (Live) - Jimi Hendrix

In Time \( \text{\textit{d}} = 92 \)

\( \text{rit. Slower } \text{\textit{d}} = 46 \)

Faster \( \text{\textit{d}} = 84 \)

Faster \( \text{\textit{d}} = 104 \)

Slower \( \text{\textit{d}} = 76 \)

* Univibe and wah off

** wah rocking creates reattack sound that makes 16th note triplets (next 2.5 measures)

* wah switching (on and off)